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_g 1965 the _ir!_lane Division of _he Boeing Com_msJ1y _n_le_ a pro_
utillzlng the Boeing 367-80 _irpl_e (707 prototype), _nleh would pro_ae
In°flight dynamic s1_Imtlon of large supersonic transpoTt-type airplanes
in their landing configurations. The bulk of this work _ms carried out
under NASA Contract #_AS i-hO96.
_e results of this program can be foumi in Boeing Do_mment D6-I0743, "Simula-
tion of Three Supersonic Transport Configurations wi_h the Boeing 367-80 In-
Flight Dynamic Sim_!a_ion Airplane". (Reference A)
The main purpose of this document is to _escribe the technique, .hard,re and
operational procedures involved in this variable stability program.
Also included is a lescription of the SST configurations that were simula$_l.
and flight tested an_ a discussion of some of the problems encountered.
Althou_h this document is limited to the supersonic transport type airplanes
sinnalated under the above contract number, it should be noted that the
system is valid for any large airplane operatAng at subsonic speeds sad in
fact has been used to simulate a large subsonic military transport airplane
(CSA).
t_ 5hEE: '%
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The _,oei_ _7-80 a!r_ (7O7 ra-otot-r_) _ _ .,_,,-e_ti1.1_ _xU.n._
to l_mfc_a al an ia-fliKht d_aamlc simulator for the simtlAticQ of large
supersonic aircraft In the &ppro_h and landinK pbam_ of flight. ]kmrly
i00 hours of flIKht time hate bee_ completed while simulAtlnK variov_
proposed a_ie transport airplanes.
The baale SST eoofi_n_tloua tested were:
A varts_le-m_el>-vlaK airplane with the wings la the _ for_
Ix_aitio_ (20 degree sweep)
. The same airplane vith the vi_ in the fully aft positioo (72 degree
mmep).
. A delta-_InK airplane.
In addltiou, the follcvi_ departml free the basic coafigmratloa8 vere
simulated:
The Incorporation of a sultable loq;It.diukl _ability auiMeutatioa
sywtem (pitch qutckest_).
The Ineorporatlo_ of s suitmble imterml dlreetlo_ai _tmbility
_ntatlon system.
A variation in c .g. loe_tion.
• A confi&_atic_ vith de_ l_teral direetione_ handling q_ittea.
When tke airplane m In the sl_latlon mode, it wsa flora from the ri_ht-
hand mt position by the "_a_uatlo_ Pilot".
e
The airplane performsn_e _ contlnuo_ly monitored by the Safety Pilot In
the left-hand _t, vho could take eo_ze_d at any time and revert to the
normal _7-_0 control systems. The Safety Pilot could also override the
Svai_tiou Pilot's inptrts with his c_n co_trol8 without dise_l_ the
simulation.
1.2 AII_C_T HODIYICATIC_S
The modifieatlo_a aeceo_ry to eon_ert the 367-80 to a 91rlable stability
reoeameh airplane consisted of:
Co.Tersloa of the airplaN to fully _ coatrol smTaees by the
addltlc_ of electrob_dzwulic actuators. Thil Kawe the e_p_billty of
movlq the control surfaces by either a uecbanic_l input from the
F_fety Pilot thro_ the normal airplane control cable _yste_a, or by
an electrical com_nd Input when in the si_ulatlo_ mode. In addltlon_
_ovialo_ _a_ mado for nodulatlnK the positions of the spoiler l_nel_




The installation of a general purpose analog computer (Rymtron-Demner
SD/80) which provided electrical ccaam_ud signals to the airplane control
systems - elevators, ailerons, spoiler panels, 1-_glder, and thrust
reversers - to modify the response characteristics of the basic -80
airplane to co_form to those of the SST ccafiguration being simulated.
The installation of a special set of Evaluation Pilot's controls for the
right-hand seat position. These controls consisted of an instrmmented
co!man and wheel, a fake throttle lever a_d transducers on the existing
rudder pedals, and provided elec_rical signal- proportional to the
Evaluation Pilot's control inputs. Electrical pitch and roll trim
controls were also added.
• The installatic_ of special sensors and wiring for the measurement of
such parameters as angle-of-attack, sideslip angle, pitch, roll and
yaw rates, roll angle and airspeed. A 17-foot streamlined boom was
added to the nose of the airplane to carry the _ vane sensor. (See Fig.l).
. The installation of a rack of special test equipment, referred to as
the interface, which provided:
a. Input and output coanectioms to the computer.
be Isolation and demodulation, where necessary, for the signals from the
_rious airplane sensors,and proper scaling and biasing of the Luccamlng
and outgoing signals.
c. Electronic control for the electroh_mlraulic servo systems.
dQ Logic circuitry for the mode selectioa control allowing the simulation
mode to be selected from either the cockpit or the interface station.
This function also included error detection and display circuitry and
provisions for automatic disengagement in the event of a malfunction.
1.3 TECHNIQUE OF SIMUD%TI(_
The technique adopted for the simulation s_rstem was essentially an open loop,
low-gain compensation technique in which the response of the airplane to any
disturbance was modified by modulating the airplane control surfaces with
electrical commands from the analog computer. __gure 15 shows a very simpli-
fied block diagram of the system.
The magnitudes of the electrical cormmands were obtained from the precalculated
differences between the response of the basic 367-80 airplane and the response
of the simulated SST to the same disturbance. They were based on the known
stability and control derivatives of the 367-80 and the predicted derivatives
of the simulated SST.
The accuracy of the simulation depended pr_i!y u=_on the Bccuracy with which
the control and stability derivatives of the basic 367-80 were kno_. For
this reason, the initial calculations for the gains used in the _lo@ compu-




the simulation system to compensate for say discrepancy between the published
values of the airplane derivatives and the true values under dy_c
conditiomm.
This technique, unlike a high Kain, clo6ed-loop fee_ck, or model following
method, is not self-correcting sad ccm_equmatly has limitations re@_o_iing
gro6s wei6nt, c .g. locatloa, etc., changes of which %exKl _o affect the
validity of the simulatioa.
Despite these drawbscks, the technique adopted was comsidered preferable to
the model following method because of the high probability of structural
be_ling modes coupling with a model systam.
i._ FACTORS AFFECTING _E ACCUR_ZY OF _ SIMULATION
I._.i I/aearlmtioo of the Equations of Motion
Because the c_tatiom system _ based om linearized equations of _K)tion
for a rigid airframe, the validity of the sim_tiom decreased as the
airplane departed from the established trim coaditioa. For this reason, the









l.h.2 Knowledge of the Basic 367-80 Characteristics
be accuracy with which the basic 367-80 airplane could be simu/_tel had a
major effect on the overall simulation accuracy.
_his factor became lucreasing!y important if the airplane being simulated was
radically different from the 367-80.
l.h.3 Accuracy of the Signals from Aircraft Sensors
The accuracy of the siKnals from the various aerodynamlc sensors, i.e.,
angle-of-attack, sideslip angle, roll, yaw and pitch rates, roll angle and
airspeed, _ important since these signals fed directly iato the computer
to form the comnmads %o the control surfaces.
1.4._ Response Characteristics of the Control Surfaces
A further factor affecting the accuracy of the simulation _ the response
characteristics of the control surfaces. This included the frequency
response of the servo systems plus any nonlinearities in the linkage and
effects due to alrloads.
L_
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l.h.5 Variatloms in Gross Weight and Center of Gravity Ioeatiom
Because the simulatloa _ based on calculations assumi_ a 367-80 airplane
of fiy_d-@roms weight and e.g. location any change in these two factors, due
perhaps to fuel listribution before flight and consumption during flight,
caused a deterioration In the simulation.
I._.6 Atmospheric Condlti_
be above paragraphs refer to factors which were more or less Her the
control of the test engineer.
_e 367-80 aerodynamic derivatives could be improved by mesas of imcreaaed
flight tiros a_ imcreased knowledge of the basic -80 airplane characteristics.
be signal_ from the aircraft sensors could be improved with careful calibration
and compensatioa.
be discrepancies caused by using linear equatioas of motion can be calculated
and llmit8 set on the si_tiom to keep the accuracy within reasonable
bounds. Similarly, the effects of c_ge in gross weight and c.g. location
could be calculated and allowed for.
However, the one factor which _as out of the control of the test engineer
was atmospheric turbulence. Toe major part of the problem with turbulence was
ca_,d by the product!on of erroneous angle-of-attack and sideslip angle
readings due to local gusts at the _# vane. These signals were im_iate!y
fed into the computer resulting in commands to the control surfaces which
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2.0 DESCRIPTION _ OFF_qATION OF SIMULATION STSTEM
2.1 BASIC _EORY
_ne 367-80 in-flight variable stability system provides a five-degree-of-freedom
simulation of large Jet aircraft operating at smbsonic spe_.
_e techmique adopted (called response fee_ck) is to modulate the c0ntrol
surfaces of the 367-80 aircraf_ in such a manner as to cause the aircraft to
behave in the manner predicted for the particular configuration being simulated.
The correct roll, yaw and pitch motioms of the aircraft are produced by modulating
the lateral controls, rudder and elevator respectively. The correct lift and
normal acceleration characteristics are obtained by modulating the wlng-mounted
spoiler panels, and the correct drag by modulating the engine thrust reversers.
There is no simulation of side force, but studies have shown that the errors
introduced by this omission are small emou_ to be neglected.
_he controls are moved by electrical co-_n_- to the appropriate actuators or
servos. The c_mmamds are produced by a Systron Ik_uer SD/80 general purpose
analog computer which forms the heart of the simulation system. A brief step-
by-step description and example of how these commands are generated follows :
a. The calculatioma are all based ou the linearized equatioms of motion for a
rigid airframe (see Appendices A, B, and C)., e.g., the pitch axis equation is:
bo The equati_ are used to mechanize a linearlzed simulation of the 367-80
airplane on the SD/80 comFater; and as a basis for deriving the equations
giving the s=mation of force_ along, and the moments about, the X, Y, and
Z azes. The equatio_ for the linear acceleration experienced by the
aircraft in the Z direction for example is :
Now, if the 367-80 airplane is to simulate the behavior of an SST airplane,
then the linear and angular accelerations that it experiences for any given
conditions must be identical to those that would be experienced by this
SST airplane under the same conditions.
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/2.1. c BASIC _EORY (Continued)
bus, the equations derived in Step b. can be written down twice; once,
using the known stability and control derivatives of the 367-80 (deslgnated by
the suffix -80) and; secondly, using the predicted deri_atives of the SST






these expressions can be equat_i, e.g., equating the pitch accelerations:
From the exmmple given it can be seen that these expressions contain a mixture
of control derivative and stability derivative terms, be aerodynamic
variables in the stability terms (Am, Q, AV, etc., shown outside the brackets )
are identical for both the -80 and the SST sides of the equation, be control




These expressions can now be solv_ for the control variable appropriate
to the axis being considered. ThuJ, for the example given above, the
correct pitch acceleration is maintained by modulating the 367-80 elevator,




+ e (c.) - (c. j_ . Av,
fc.,_.)_. Iyr/-s_
This equation expresses the 367-80 elevator displacement (from trim position)
as a function of simulated SST elevator input, SST and -80 thrust levels, -80
airbr_ke position, and aerodynamic variables, such that the 367-80 airplane
will behave in pitch like the simulated SST.
Similar expressions can be derived for the 367-80 rudder, wheel, thrust and
airbrake co_.
NOTE: The above example does not include the terms for simulated ground effect.
For the full equations and derivations see Appendices A, B, and C.
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2.1 BASIC _]EORY (Contlnuml)
NUMBER ])6-198=26
REV LIR A
ee The correct numerical values for the derivatives can nov be inserted into
these expressions, resulting in a set of equations which, when properly
scaled, can be mechanized on the SD/80 cc_uter _sing only amplifiers and
potenticmeters. The outputs of these amplifiers are then used as commmd
si_ls to the 367-80 control surfaces to produce the required simulation.
2.2 SST CO_GURATIO_ AND VARIATI0WS _S_D
Two basic types of proposed supersonic transport airplanes were simulated.
These were:
A variable-sweep-wing airplane. This airplane was simulated in both the
wings fully forward configuration (20-degree sweep angle) which is referred
to as the NASA 20, and the wings fully aft configuration (72 degree s_eep
angle) referred to as the NASA 72.
A delta-wing airplane, referred to as the NASA Delta (or NASA/_ ).
Provisions were made for including the following variations from the basic
airplane configuration.
2.2. i K_SA 20 Variations
The addition of a longitudinal axis stability au_nentation system (LONG. SAS).
This LONG. SAS was developed using a ground-based cumputer program and, as
finally used, consisted of increasing the SST elevator to column gearing by
a factor of 4 over th_ basic SST and adding pitch rate (Q) and angle-of-attack
(AS) feedbacks into the elevator command. The gains of these feedbacks
were I.A_Q and i.5 _a in the unscaled equations. It should be noted that
this is not intended to be an optimum solution but merely represents one
possible approach.
• Be _dition of a Lateral Directional Axis Stability Augmentation System
(LAT.oAS). This system changed the gain of the _ contribution into the
rudder control ccm_and to produce a dutch-roll damping ratio of .275
Aft c.g. configuration ( 3 percent static margin). _is variation was to
sin_te the NASA 20 airplane flying with the c.g. location at the maximum
allowable aft position. I% should be note_l that the basic NASA 20 simslation
is baaed on the assumption that the c.g. is at the nominally normal poeition
Be effect of an aft c.g. poeition was simulated by changing the value of
_-_,(C_h_Tused in the calculations from -.4581_ to - .IAI.
De_praded lateral-directional axis characteristics. For this variation, the
value of Ca. (SST) was changed from -.0223 to - .076 to produce adverse
yaw characteristics and Ca_ (SST) changed frcu 0 to -.1842 to reduce the
dutch-roll damping ratio to .05.
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2.2 SST CCRFIGURATIC_S AND VARIATIONS '_S'D_ (Continued)
2.2.2 NASA Delta Variaticas
J
Be equations of Motion on which the simulation was baaed are written in
the stability axis and describe the motions of the c.g. of the airplane.
Because there is a large difference between the actual angle-of-attack of
the -80 (o_ '_LR.I_I,_ = 5._5 degree) and the angle-of-attack of the si_ulate_
._A_(= _u_'_ _ d,_) the res_lt_g co_it moUonl_ _t a t_
simulation of the MASAA. _is effect manifests itself mainly as an
apparent adverse yaw characteristic. To combat this the value of C_ (SST)
was changed frc_ the original value of .0229 to .050_. Sis changen_rov_
the pilot's visual cues in the yaw axis, and this variation was then
adopted as the basic NASAl.
Longitudinal Axis Stability Augmentation System. Sis s_mtem is identical
to that used in the NASA 20 except that the gain of the _ feedback into
the elevator was 1.0.
• Lateral-Directional Stability Augmentation System. _e roll damping was
increased to a value expressed by _w/p - ._5 while keeping the roll power
constant by changi_ Cn (SST) from -.0049 to -.0152 and C1 (SAT) from
-._38 to -.o696. p . p
It was not necessary to include a _ damper as the dutch roll damping ratio
of the basic NASA_ was already a_e_ate.
• Forward c.g. Co-flguration. The effect of moving the c.g. of the _ASA_
forward to produce a static margin of 7_ instead of 3_ of the basic airplane
s_oAated hy changingca (SAT)fr_ -.080Uto -._9.
• Degraded lateral-directional characteristics. The value of C_was
changed from 0 to -.168 to produce a dutch roll damping ratio-Sf .0_.
• Improved speed stability. In its landing config-ration the basic NASA
is operating on the backside of the power required curve, such that T/W
- -.00199. AV
To study the effect of cha_ng this value to + .0006, the value of _ (SST)
was changed fro_ 1.203 to •610.
2.2.3 NASA 72 Variation
be NASA 72 was simulated only in its basic configuration.
_x
| _ - m .......
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2.3 CC_]_R NY_HANIZATION (See Appendixes A, B and C for Computer Diagrams )
2.3. i Problem Boards
One Problem Board was allocated to each basic configuration, i.e., NASA 20,
NASAl, and the NASA 72, and an additional board called the "-80 Checkout
Board" was used to obtain in-flight information on the 367-80 liability and
control derivatives. Each of the SST simulation boer,s contained the following
sectlcm_.
. 367.8o Model
_is t _t llnearized six-degree-of-freedom analog representation of the
367-80 airplane in the configuration corresponding to the particular SST
configuration.
• SST M_trix
Sis was a network of amplifiers and potentlc_eters, derived from the
equations described in Section 2.1, which generated the commands for the
367-80 control surfaces, as a result of ccmtrol inputs from the pilot and
aerodynamic feedbacks from the airplane sensors.
. Lateral and Longituzlinal Modification Circuits
These w_re relay switching networks _hich enabled the configuration being
simulated to be changed quickly from the basic to any one of a number of
possible variations ; for example, to add a longitudinal stability augmentation
system, or to degrade the lateral directional handling characteristics.
It should be noted that the NASA 72 board did mot have this feature since
only the basic configuration was tested.
. Ground Effects
In this section three diode function generators were used to __enerate lift,
dra& ar_ pitching moment terms which provided as far as possible, the
correct ground effect on the airplane from I00 ft. altit_e to touchdown.
The input for the function generators came from a radar altimeter. The NASA
72 board did not contain this feature due to lack of information about the
ground effect characteristics of the N'_SA 72.
• Pulse Circuit
This circuit produced a pulse of the shape shown below:
i






2. .1 (co tinu )
. PUlse Circuit (Contln,u_i_
The pulse was used as a standard forcing function into the elevator, _udder,
or wheel either in the air or as pa_t of the ground checkout. A separate
circuit produced a step _anction which could be applied as a thrust command.
• Miscellaneous
The patchboards also contained a number of special circuits which are
briefly described below.
. synchronlzlngc
Sere were two synchronizing circuits which were used to conVe._t the
absolute _ and V signals respectively to incremental variations_ and AV
about a trim value. Ln addition, the _gcircuit had provisions to compensate
for the nose boom sensor position. A third synchronizing circuit formed
part of the thrust servo loop and _s not an inherent part of the simulation.
and _ Generating Circuits
Since neither _ nor _ signals were available directly as the outputs of
sensors these two variables were generated at the computer.
was obtained by a pseudo-dlfferentiation of_ and_ from a combination
ofroll
Vo
• Control InFat Circtults
These circuits provided the ability to apply either the Evaluation Pilot's
command inputs from the instrumented controls, or the standard pulse from
the pulse circuit, to the aircraft.
• Interlock Circuits
These circuits made it impossible to engage the simulation unless all the
cables were correctly installed. In addition, one of the interlock circuits
served to determine which elevator PCU (right or left) was to be used as the
master. (See 2. _. I).
2.3.2 Intercomnections Between Computer and Other E_uipment
The SD/80 Computer had nine cable connectors on the back side. Two of these,




2.3.2 Interconnec%ions Between Con__uter _ Other Equipment (Continued)
_e next six, Jl thru J6, had the following functions:
J2 - Provided control cc_m_d inputs to the -80 model and aerodynamic
parameter outputs frmm the -80 analog model.
J4 - Provided aeroaynamlc and control inputs to the miscellaneous circuits
listed in 2.3.1.6 and also the command outputs fr0R the SST Matrix
amplifiers to the -80 airplane control surfaces.
J3 - Provided connections between the various parameters being monitored
and the in-fllght C.E.C. oscillograph.
J5 - Provided simulation engaged signals for the synchronizing circuits
and the System E_gage_ Light.
Jl - Provided engaged signal to the synchronizing circuits in ground
checkout operation.
J6 - Spare
The ninth connector _as for the main s.c. power supply.
The interconnecting cables could be hooked up in a number of different ways to
_ .... different conditions,
a. -80 Analog simulation ground check.
mn nn nnn
5 /50 CO  DW ER
With only the connection as shown to the recorder the -80 analog model could
be used by itself az_ the pulse circuit output plugged directly into the







Inter, e ,o__necti.ons, Between C_ .t__r ,and O_her Equil_ent (Continu_)





_th Jl and J4 connected to /2 by the "Checkout Jumper Cable" the SST
Matrix _s connected to the -80 analog model. In _his co_itlon the
combined effect was that of an analog model of the SST configuration.
It should be noted that if the SST MRtrix gains were properly calculate_
then the same SST could be si_Ala_ with any values for the -80
derivatives. _e PulJe Circuit was used to provide control Inputs to the
SST simulation; _f. , _R, L'tr_.
c. In-flight SST Simulation:
k_th JIOA, J105, Jl, Jh, J5 and J6 connected to the correct interface
connections the SST Matrix was connected, through the Interface to the
367-80 control systems. Now, if the basic 367-80 airplane characteristics
were identical to those mechanized in the -80 analog model then the airplane





2.4 AIRPIANE CON'_OL SERVO SY'3_
Figures 16through 20 show block diagrams of the five primary control systems
used in the &ST simmlati_.
2._.I Elevator control s_,t_., (Fi_**-.16)
The elevator system had two parallel type actuators, right hand and left hand,
im which the feedback limkage moved the Safety Pilot's column. The two
actuators had different authority limits and either could be selected as the
master control and the other automatically slaved to it.
The motion of the Safety Pilot's column was transmitted through a system of
cables and pulleys to provide a m_chanlcal input to the control valve that
controlled the actuator _hich moved the elevator.
The positiom transducer on _e Evaluation Pilot's co!,Amm produced an electrical
signal (_col) that went to the ccesmrter. _is signal was modified in the
computer to provide the correct gain and summed with any contributions from
the thrust co_and, air brake command, angle-of-attack, pitch rate, etc.,
to form an elevator com_Id _e c ). _hen the si_mAlatio_ was engaged, this signal
was allowed to operate either the right ha_d or left hand transfer valve,
whichever had been selected, and the resulting motion of the modulating piston
operated the control valve of the actuator, causing the elevator to move.
2._.2 ThmA_t Control S_te__ (Fig. !7)
Re thrust _reverser clamshell doors were moved by actuators, the control valves
of which were supplied with mechanical inputs from the thrust reverser levers.
If the simulation was not engaged the doors could be moved independently by
movi:_ the levers singly. However, as soon as the simulation was emgag_ the
four levers were clamped together by an electro-mechanical clutch and moved as a
uait by the thrust control servo. _e transducer om the fake throttle produced
an electrical signal (_TH) which vent to the computer. Here it was modified to
provide the correct gain and summed Mith any contributions from angle-of-attack,
airspeed, air brake com_, etc. to produce a thrust command (_thc). _ais
signal operated the electro-mechanical servo through the coupler.
2.a.3 Lateral Control system (Figure 18)
Eateral control of the airplane was obtained by differentially operating the
ailerons and spoilerpanels.
Novi_ the Safety Pilot's wheel put a mechanical input through the su_ link-
age into the control valve of the lateral control power unit and moved the
actuator. Re output of the actuator went to the spoiler mimer where it was
summed with the mechanical output from the speed brake handle. Re mechanical








_e transducer on the Evaluation Pilot's wheel produced a sigmal (_w) _hich
went to the SD/80 cc_r. Here it _ms modified to provide the correct gain
and strained with any contrlbutloas frc_ side-sllp angle, yaw rate, roll rate,
etc., to produce a wheel command (_c)"
In si_tio_ mode this com_ operated the transfer valve on the lateral
control po_er unit. Since this power unit _as a parallel-type actuator its
output fed back to move the Safety Pilot's wheel.
2._._ Rudder Control System (Fig. 19)
The Safety Pilot's and Evaluation Pilot's rudder pedals were coupled and provided
a mechanical input through the summing linkage to the control valve on the rudder
actuator. _e output of the actuator moved the rudder and _s also fed back to
the sung linkage. In addition, the position transducer on the Evaiuatic_
Pilot's rudder pedals put out an electrical signal (_R) which went to the SD/80
computer. _is signal was operated upon in the computer to provide the correct
Ks4n, and _as summed to_ether with any contributions from the wheel ccmmmad,
side slip angle, side slip rate, etc. to form the rudder command (Src). If the
simalmtor was engaged, then this signal was allowed to operate the transfer
valvm causing the modulating piston to provide an additional input to the
control valve. _e modulating piston transducer provided rate feedback to the
rudder command servo amplifier in the interface.
2.4.5 Lift Control S_stem (Fig. 20)
Lift control during the simulation was obtained by modulating the spoiler panels
on the _pper wing surface. The positions of the spoilers are shown in Fig. 14
where they are numbered for clarity. For the simulations covered in this
document, spoilers i, _A, 6A and !0 were not used. The spoilers were operated
by electro-hydraulic H_iomat units. Spoilers #_,5, 6 and 7 each had a separate
Hy_omat Unit, but spoilers #8 and 9 were both driven by one unit and so were
and 3- Spoilers _, 3, 8 and 9 are referred to as the outboard spoilers and
,_, 5, 6 and 7 as the inboard spoilers.
The lift modulating signals (_abc) were produced in the computer. Because of
buffeting at high spoiler angles the inboard spoilers were electrically limited
to + IO degrees. Up to this point the spoilers all moved together but above
iO degrees the gain on the outboard spoilers was doubled, by a cirmAit in the
computer, to keep the value of CLAsh constant.
The mechanical input shown in Fig. 20 came from the spoiler mixer (see Fig. 18)
and combined the initial trim setting from the speed brake handle and the
lateral control input from the lateral control power unit.
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The first step in setting up a simulation _as to establish a 367-80 comfigaratica
suitable for the airplane to be sis_lat_. The factors to be coasidered were:
. be trimmed level flight airspeed of the 367-80 _t match that required
for the sim_iated airplane. A'his affected the trim thrift _ rAap Betty.
_e 367_0 _s equipped with a blown flap system using engine bleed air which
could be used to increase the value of CL. For the configurations described
in this dc_m_mt it _as not necessary to use this feature.
The entire si_tiom was flo_ with the 367-80 emglneg at constant throttle
settim_ and thrust and drag changes were achieved by modulatlmg the thrust
reverser position. Sis means that the clamshell doors had to Be set
initially at some partially closed positica _hich allowed sufficient range
of movemsmt of opening and cluing without limiting the si_tioa.
_is initial angle also had to be coordinated with the constant engine
output to achieve the trimmed airspeed mentioned above.
The ch_ in lift coefficient during simulation were achieved by modulating
the spoiler panels ca the upper wing surface. _se therefore had to be set
up at some angle for the trim co_itio_ so that they could be modulated in
both directions dmrimg si_ti_.
• All sin_tion _s _erformed with the lamdlng gear do_ so that the approach
could be continued down to toachdowa.
be final configurations adopted for the 367-80 for si_ting the supersonic
trsasports were:
367-80 C(NFiGURATI(NS AT
- , , _ ,i ,,_ |
Angle of Engine Clamshell

















2.5.1 Emtabls,ihinK t_.e Basic _6_-80 Characteristics (Continued)
_ese were the nominal setting. The aircraft was trimmed in level flight by
the Safety Pilot at the desired airspeed and angle-of-attack, by use of the
moveable stabilizer sad small throttle adjustments, prior to ens_gement of the
simulation. O_ce set, the stabilizer and throttles were not moved during
simmlatlon, as all pitch and thrust changes were m_de with the elevators and
thrust reversers.
Z_LA mlght _t_ the _aslc 367-8o con_guratAon
Once the trim configuration ha£ been tentatively determined, the airplane
_s flight tested in order to obtain the following information:
a. Confirmation and adjustment, if necessary, of the basic trim configuration
(proper stall margin and body landing attitude. )
he Documentation of the airplane characteristics. _Lis consisted of a series
of maneuvers designed to facilitate the calculation of the airplane
stability and control derivatives so that an accurate analog model of the
367-80 could be mechanized on a computer.
Ce Recording of airplane responses to standard pulse inputs for confirmation
and adjustment of the analog model. These recordings were used in the
"overlay" technique described in Section 2.5.
_e standaa_ pulse inputs were performed using the -80 checkout board
described below.
The -80 Checkout Board _s a special patchboard used on the Systroa Donner
SD/80 Airborne Computer which contained: A six-degree-of-freedom linearized
analog model of the basic 367_80; a special check pulse circuit (see 2.3.1);
and provisions for connecting the Evaluation Pilot's controls through the
SD/80 computer and the Interface to the airplane electro-h_Iraullc servo
systems, be gains in the computer were selected so that the control
derivatives remained identical to those of the basic airplane. _..us, the
airplane characteristics were the same whether it was flora fro_ the left-
hand seatwlth the normal controls, or frc_ the right-hand seat through
the fly-by-wlre system.
There _as also provision for introducing the standard pulse into the system
to simulate column, _heel, rudder or thrust commands. It should be noted
that the input to the thrust was actually a step but for simplicity of









The aircraft checkout, using standard pulses, was as follows: The airplane
was first trimmed in level flight at the correct airspeed and angle-of-attack
by the Safety Pilot from the left-hand seat. %hen this condition had been
achieved the sim_laticm was engaged and the Evaluation Pilot then retrimmed the
airplane, if necessary, to remove the effect of any engagement transients. When
he "._s ....._+_._=_........÷_.+ ÷_ _-_°_'_I_= was +_4_=_, he called _._. __ste_uda__i _ I/!s_
input from the computer. The input had already been selected to be applied to
the elevator, wheel, rudder or thrust reversers. The pulse was initiated by
operating a toggle switch.
The airplane response to this input was monitored by recording the following
parameters on a CEC light beam oscillograph.
CHAN_£L I 2 3 _ 5 6 7 B S Io II I_ 13 I_ !_
If the input was an elevator or thrust command, the Evaluation Pilot would keep
_he wings level, being very careful not to initiate any longitudinal disturbances
Similarly during wheel and rudder pulses the Evaluation Pilot would maintain
essentially the same pitch attitude without restraining the lateral degrees of
freedom.
This technique enabled 'bands-off" data to be obtained without the confusing
cross-coupling effects between the longitudinal and lateral-directional axes.
The resulting airplane motion was allowed to continue sufficiently long to obtain
several cycles of the phu_oid mode for elevator inputs, or the Dutch Roll Mode
for rudder and wheel inputs, or until the airspeed changed by i0 knots for the
thrust steps.
The oscillograph records obtained during these testa were used to check the
analog simulation of the basic 367-80.
As soon as sufficient information had been received on the basic 367-80 con-
trol and stability derivatives from the Aerodynamics Group_ the _ins were
calculated for the analog simulation of the basic airplane and the model was
set up on the -80 checkout board.
The same standard pulse inputs that were applied to the actual airplane
in-fllght were applied to the analog model on the ground.
The response of the model was recorded using the same oscillograph to record







The accuracy of the simulation and hence the accuracy of the derivatives
used were checked by directly comparing the resul_.
was done partly by measurement and partly by comparin_ the various mode
shapes by directly laying the flight test results over the grou_ test
results.
The measured values were:
o Phugoid perlo(l and da_pi_ ratio
o Dutch roll period and damping ratio
o Roll angle to si_e-slip-angle ratio
o Spiral time constant (time to half amplitude)
be other characteristics, which did not lend themselves to direct measure-
merit -_re:
o Longitudinal short-period characteristics
o Initial lateral-directlonal response to a control input
o _tching moment due to truest changes.
These were compared by direct overlay.
By making adjustments to the appropriate gains on the computer simulation,
the match bet'_en the flight and ground tests could be improved and the
values of the basic 367-80 derivatives refined by calculating back fr_n the
corrected gain settings. This part of the program was backed up by an
additional ground based computer simulation of the basic airplane as a
check on the -80 checkout board model. It sh_a!d be noted that this did
not confirm the validity of _he model but only served to demonstrate that
the simulation, as patched-up, _as functioning properly.
2.5.2 Setting Up the M_ST S_!ation
Once the control and stability derivatives of the basic 367-80 had been
reasonably well established the calculations for the SST matrix (see 2.3.1.)
were performed. _ese calculations were based on the theory outlined in











The ca!culat_ons for the program covered in this doc'.,-_ent were initially done
by band using the tabulated forms sho_n in Appendixes A, B_ and C, Pages A1
to A32, etc., but later a digital program was set up on an IBM 7090 computer
to produce this information. The program _as _Titten in a Boa_g-originated
computer language called BLIP. (Further information on this language can be
obtained from Boeing Document D_-36343-I , "T_e BLITZ User's Manual" (See Ref. B).
The 3ST matrix was then patched up on the appropriate SST patchboard and the
correct gains set in.
Once the particular SST patchboard under study was completed, a ground
simulation of this SST configuration was produced by connecting the checkout
Jumper cable as shown in Section 2.3.2 (b).
The and result of combinlmg the basic 367-80 analog model with the 3ST matrix
was to produce a simulation identical to that which would result from a
straight-forward simulation using the SST derivati_s alone.
It should be noted here that, as long as the SST matrix calculations were
correct the basic -80 derivatives which were used in the calculations were
irrelevant, as far as the ability to produce an analog simulation of the
SST is concerned. In other words, a ground simulation of the particular SST
could be obtained by using an analog simulation of a P_ er _ub, for example,
provided the SST matrix calculations were based on the _iper Cub derivatives.
Naturally this would vastly effect the results obtained in the air when
the real 367-80 characteristics were substituted for the analog_ model.
The output of the pulse circuit was then applied to the simulation to produce
the responses of the SST to standard pulse inputs. The technique was similar
to that described for testing the 367-80 analog model alone in Section 2._.i
except that the pulses were applied at different terminals since it _as
com_ to the SST elevator and rudder etc., that were required and not
cc_ to the 367-80 elevator and rudder.
_ before, the variables listed in Section 2.4.1 were recorded on the CEC
Recorder, the results being checked against the results of the digital program
described in the next section.
Two programs were use_ to support this phase of the overall program. One was
an analog computer program that was set up on a PACE computer to duplicate the
SD/80 si_tiom. This program was used as backup confirmation of the SD/80
mechanization and also as a tool for investigating the effects of some of the
variations tested.
5HEE _. 46
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PF'l LT_
_e other sad most _ _ was a di_tsl prosrsn usiaS am IBN ?090
sad the noelnS TL99 d_ltal _ to provide asta conemmin_ the
_i¢ re_xa_ of the wxious _ coaftpratlou mad wisttou.
This _ _m_ _l_blo of solwl_ sJ3e_taneo_m non-lJnulr _lal
equatlcQs snd lent itself to the solution of the equations of uottoa of sa
airplane. The equatloms could be expre_ed in a block dl_pmm form that vas
very sl_Llar to the computer dl_r_ for an _ simulation of an airplane.
:
This block din ram m_s easl_ eon_a_ed into a deck of l_aehed eax4s for
to the distal cc_r.
DlstorbtaS taints, tdesti_ to the s_ l_lses, wre la_$1 into b
a_i the ro_ltt_ ttrpla_ r_spases _ available u a time histor_
of the aaro4_ variables vhoee w_t_e8 were tsbu]ated at half-_ond l_wal_.
The _ was supplied with the ea_culatod control and stability 4ertvatlves of
the proposed _ configurations sad the reeultl_ tabulated 4ata plotted on
transl..rent _ylax to the rome vertical sad hort_mtal _ as the _ of
the CEC l_corder. 9be muter plots could be dlrsctly o_arlald oa the _w_ad and
flight reeor_s from the CEC recover to deterul_e the eecm_y of the
simulation.
Figures 21 sad 22 show prints from tvo typical muter overla_s obtalne4 by this
with the f_i_ht data from the C_ _scorde_ for the same nsamrmrs W_l_r-
lnpoeed on the master traces.
The Flight Tests of the SST Stmul_tlon _ere tattled out vtth the SD/80 C_-
to-Interface cable coaneetlo_ u shoen in Seetlon 2.3.2(e) P_e 36. The
procedure used for eheekl_ the scem_ey of the stmnl_tl_n was ldeuttea_ to
that alrea_ described In eheektn_ out a stsmdard p_lJe.
Im_llatel_ after each nsaemmr the in-flight recordi_ v_re checked to
determine the aecurae_ of the sbadatton by direct mee_m_aent of pht_oid and
dw_h roll periods, dawple_ ratlcm, etc.; and by own-l_ the ma_tmr trsees
deseribed in the above section.
In the initial or checkout phase of the f_i_ht test program, it was ne_ee_y to
"fine tune" the slnu]_tlon to improve Its _ecuraey. Thls was d_ae by eh_
the Kalns of the 5ST matrix and repe_tl_ the cheek pulses as r_luired to im-
prove the match betmoen the flIKbt and _ test re_u%ts.
It oho_d be note4 thst, staee the SST deriwatt_es were fixed, a_y eba_os made
to the _lns of the SST mstrix duxin_ the checkout phase vere equivalent to
ehanKlnK the basic _67-80 d_rtvatlves. The new 367-80 derivatives were
obtained by ea_eul_ttnK beekvards from the _T Nstrtx gains and the_ cramked
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0ace the watch was 3wIOK1, t.o be nfTicientl_r good by the test e_laeer, the
si_tioa was frose_ sad the test pro_ proceeded to the doc_tloa aad
pilot e_tloa p_. Frcn thls point, the only changes ss£e ca_ the eomp_
were those Meessary to latroduee the varlstlo_s to the basic eoaf_tioa
vhleh were to be testod, and the periodLe a_usts_at of a speelal potentic_er
vhlch vas vmrted meeordiq to the test altltMe a_l ontside air tes_n_tm_ to
c_pem_te for the variation in etq_J.ne thrust.
Durlag the doem_atatioa and ev_tlon phases, the airplane was subjected to
the Standard Pulses at the beginnl_ of each flight sad the results vere exm_tned
to eonfl_ that the sim_atton was still valid, before proceeding vlth the tests.
2.5.3 Pr_Fl_t Checkout
Ya_ pre-fiLsht ehock_rt consisted of • series of grom_l tests that were performed
as • stae_ard procedure prior to each slmulatlou _t.
Power m_ applied to the airplm_ sad the system a_lcvod to m_rm-up for at
30 minutes bofm_ stsrtt_ the pr_flJ_t checkout.
The pr_flt_t cheeks v_re:
ae Caaputer voltage sad s=pllfler balance cheeks. The ec_ power
8upplLes _ere checked for the carrect voltage aad the ampliflers eheeked
for balaace and adjusted if aeeessary.
bt R_entlometer Settiag Cheeks. All the potenCic_ters that were used in the
sim_datioa were checked for the correct settings by hulling them Slut
the referm_e potentio_.
ee Stamdard Pulse Cheeks. The ec_puter esbles were connected for S_ _n_md
eheeko_ (see 2.3.2(_) _sse 3_) _a the ,_r_ pa_se, spited to the
elevator, thrust, wheel sad rudder inputs. _he resulting traces _ the
recorder rare checked a_alast the SST sasters to coafir_ that the
_ter_ f_nctlonl_ properl_.
de " Ins_ntatlo_ _eroe. At this point the com_nd outputs from the eo_r
vere set to zero by ahortia_ the outputs of the relevaat aapltf_rs to
the _ag _unetions. This was doae so that the Zn_tru_eatati_a Esgin_er








Si_dation I_ic Checks. The lo£ic circuitry was checked to ensure that the
"SELECT", "_WGAGE', "RESET" controls, disconnect buttons and error detectors
were workfng properly.
System l_a_ctional ("Wiggle Tests"). These tests were to easure, as far as
was possible, that the entire syd_m was working as pr_ran_N_d. The c_-
purer cables were connected for in-flIKht simulation (see 2.3.2 (C), Pa_e 34).
To perform the tests, the airplane hydraulics were turned on sad hydraulic
power supplied to all the actuators; the spoiler panels set to 6"; and the
clamshell doors eat to 30". The simulation was then eu_N_ed and the follcvi_
test• perfczaecl:
TEST




Pilot '• wheel right
and left.
CHECK THAT NOTE: The values
depend on the SST
Configuration and
so are not quoted.
Safety Pilot's wheel and -80 elevator move the
correct amount and direction.
Computer elevator commaad output is correct.
Safety Pilot's wheel sad the -80 ailerons and
spoiler panels move the correct amount and
direction •
Computer rudder co,and output is correct.
MoTe the _valuati_





_ , keepi_ _ at O.
nose boo. vane




Unbolt rate _ros and
move by hand.
(  a ics oFT)
The -80rudder moves the correct amount and
direction.
Computer rudder command output is carrect.
Clamshell doors and thrust reverser levers move
the correct amount and direction.
Computer output commands are correct.
-80 elevators and spoilers move correct amount
and direction.
Computer output commands are correct.
-80 rudder and lateral controls move correct
amount and direction.
Computer output co_maad• are correct.
-80 Elevators move up and dawn the correct
a_ot_t.
Computer signals from gyros are correct polarity.
SHEE T
NUMBER
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2.6.1 Cabin Controls
2 shows an o_erall picture of the airplane cabin. In add/tion to the
normal airplane controls and instruments, the following are of special interest
in the simulation.
The Evaluation Pilot'B control colmmm and wheel we_:- not mechanically connected
to the airplane control systems. 1=_te_d, stick and wheel position signals
were obtained from potentt_meters and these slgna_ vere fed through the
interface to the SD/80 Cumputer.
NOTE: The arms of the wheel were also instrumented vith strain _uges, the
outputs of which were aTera6_t to _lve a measure of stick force. This sLgnal
was available at the computer and could be used as the Evaluation Pilot's
input, but for the simulations covered in this document stick position was used.
Feel force for the Evaluation Pilot's wheel was supplied by a spring cartrldge
mounted on the column directly behind the wheel. The force gradient, character-
istics could be chs_6ed by changln6 the cartridge. The stick feel force was
supplied by a hydraulic system which was controlled pneumatically from a
pressurized nitrogen bottle. The control knob for changing the force gradient
and the indicator for shuwin_ the stick force in lb/de6ree of stink movement
can be seen at (K) in Figure 2 and also in the close-up picture _ 3-
The Evaluation Pilot's rudder pedals were connected mechanically to the Safety
Pilot's and consequently moved the 367-80 rudder through the nurmal control
system. However, in addition, a potentiometar provided an electrical si6mal
proportioned to pedal displacement which was used in the computer to modify the
rudder motion during simulation.
The following descriptions all refer to the letters o_ Figure 2.
ae Fake Throttle Lever. This lever was connected to a potentiometer
which put out an electrical signal to the computer and provided
the Eva!uatlo_ _lot with the means to make thrust chan_es. Fi6ure 3
shows a close-up of the Fake Throttle Lever and its calibrsted scale.
be Evaluation Pilot's Disconnect Button. The Evaluation Pilot could
disengage the simulation and return control to the Safety Pilot at
any time by operating this button. If disconnect occurred, the two red
blinking warning li6hts (N) came on and the RESET button on the
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Ce EmA_tion Pilot's Lo_ttudia_ Trim Coatrol. _ las a two Ixmlti_,
eAmt4r-off witch vhieh supplied either + 15 ¥ to tke ecqzrt_r,
_pon _ it _ _ in the aole-tp or aole-do_a trtm pooitioa. _ai8
volt_p uu intq_rat_t la the ec_er sad the ruult a_plled as am
elevator eo_ud to trln the alrplaae.
d. 5_1 Colaector. This eouaeelxw osrrted the s14pmls from the stwsls
mentloQed above.
ee Eval_tlon Pilot's Lateral Trim Ccatrol. IA_ trim ia simulation mo6e
obtained by a potenticmetar _nieh applied a b_ volte_e to the
lateral eoatrol cc_aad etSasl. _ls siEasl did aot Ko to the 8D/80
but _ added 4- the Iaterfaee.
fe T_t Reverser Pooltloain_ .Levers. The staadard thxwu_t reverse levers
used to set the el_ll doors to their trim poeltioe_ (spproxi-
natel_ 30"). The elm_helA door po_Itlou for the fo_ ea_lae_ _
by the four  aa eat r,at (x).
_e Speed Brake kdle. _e nc_ speed b_&ke poeltloniq control _ae
to Nt the spoiler l_eb to t_elr trim po_Itio_ (6" _). _be
poeltlo_ of spoiler p_ael No. 8 wa_ mo_it_ wlth a _ aad
displa_ed on an indie_t,o_ (L) _d _ the IRIG time di_l_y
oa the gA_reahleld.
he 8im_stion Control Panel. _ panel coatalaed the controls vtth vhtch
_he mfety pilot Nleeted the mode of operattoa, a close-up of this
panel can be ma in Fi_ _.
The melector btrttons ueA_md _ RATE", "YAM RAT_ & TOP", _ III",
"_" refer to varlo_ stability au_neatattou rDrteus available
ou the basic 36?-80 sad are outside the scope of this doemeat. The
selector button harked "NCRMAE" refers to a eoadittoa ehereby the basic
"_7-80" could be f_ov, _ a "f_V-by-,_re" rote= frm the rt_ht-haad
at and is also outside the scope of this doe_eat, altho_h it
rmmlted as a direr offshoot of this pax_rea. The eo_tro]_ that a_e
4_etl_ eo_eerned with the simxlatloa are:
8_ON - When the Safety Pilot l_ehed this button, the simulation
was _ele_ted b_t not enK_ed, and a blue ltKht ill_al_ated the lef_-kad













trimming the airpiaae. In this condition the mode control lo6ie I,
the Interface put the SD/80 computer into the "CC_" mode (it was
previously in "RESET") which allowed the synchronizing circuits for A0(
and At/ to start operating. The Evaluation Pilot's controls were
still disconnected from the system. When the aircraft was trimmed
the Safety Pilot pushed the "PUSH TO _E" button.
"PUSH TO _" - This control engaged the simulation and activated
the smalng g_tes in the Interface allowing the co_,d outputs from the
SD/80 computer to be applied to the control surface actuators.
Simultaneously the /k_ and /kV synchronizing circuits in the computer
were put into the "HOLD" condition; the "ON" portion of the "SIMULATION"
control button was illuminated with a green li6ht and the "simulation
ea6s_ed" light on the ec_1_r patchboard was turned on. The simulation
could be disengaged by pulling up on the "PUSH TO E_qGE" button but this
feature was seldon used.
"RESET" - This control was used to reset the mode selection logic In the
Interface if the simulation hadbeen disengaged as a result of an error
in the system or because the Evaluation Pilot bad operated hls disconnect
button.
Safety Pilot's Disconnect Button. By operating this control the Safety
Pilot could disengage the simulation at amy time and regain control of
the airplane. The simulation mode changed from "ON" to "_".
Evaluation Pilot's Stick Feel Force Control and Indicator, Described
previously.
Spoiler Panel No. 8 Position Indicator. Described previously.
Thrust Revare_r C_eLY Door Position Indicators. Described previously.
Simulation Disconnected Warni_ Lights. _se were two large red blinking
warning lights that came on if the simulation was diseng_d either by an
error in the system or by the Evaluation Pilot's disconnect button. These
lights did sot go out until the Safety Pilot's Disconnect Button was
operated.
Simulation Limits Warming Lights. These five amber warning lights for the
rudder, spoiler, elevator, lateral control and thrust servo systems indi-
cated when the servo amplifier error signal had been exceeding a
predetermimed threshold value for more than half a second. This did not
result in an automatic disconnect but indicated that the accuracy of the
simulation was in doubt.
SHEEi _:_.
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pe aefereaee Airspeed Setttn_ Indicator. The airspeed st4pml to the
computer m_s the difference betm_a the valae obt_nmd from the
Pltot-Stati¢ System and the valae set lato the reference airspeed
imdicstor. The latter vaXum was set to 'the- m_'ual, tr:l_ speed, by
means of the knob at the loRr left corner of the lad/eater, to preveat
o_r-lcm_Li_ of the /_ _ruehroaisin_ circuit.
_e S_strou-Dc_r SD/80 computer _md om thlm proGrw _ bulea:l_ a prod_m-
tion-line 4oak-top type _ (l_4_re 5, Pap 16 _ tho caqm_er u it
mineral in the atrpla_). _ modificatima _m_ _ at the fnekey
prier to _ilneat. Tho_e _re:
a. _ additloe of special _oek mmmts desiSaod for the vl_r_tlon
eavlrcene_t in the alrpkne.
b. _he r_edizi_ of the mmplifler nodule mmtiq r_tem.
c. _he potti_ of the asplLfler ccspoaeat8 oa the printed elreuit boards.
de '_e ad_itica of • haw aa_ fan, controlled by a _ switch so that
the ecuputer eould be _ with warm atr. _ls provtsio_ m_s added
bec_u_o of the possibility of moisture c_tion in the cc_p_tor
the alrplaae stood outside _t.
06 5_..ddttlon of _r:lq l_htl to indicate ms ovm_mperatmz ooutttioa.
_to lrOvtalo_ vas _ beetuo the c_eputer ua used on the poud at
tlmes whoa the airplane atr-condtttoalnK system va4 not operstlnK.
f. Itzlifteatlce to the power supplies to enable the eomputer to be operated
• _00 eps supply instead of 60 cps.
The ecerputer contained 8_ solid state olzratioal ampltfiors vhich were mounted
in palrs oe removable modules directl_ behind the patchb(m._ (see F_. _,
The modulea co_tm_ned additlo_al c_q_aoato _Ich btorain_d the _ of
olaration for vhi_h they coul_ be _d; i.e., s--_i_ 8apllflers, immrtin_
amplifiers, or tntesratars.
Aa uoed for this program the computer had _ s_mers, 18 lnvarters snd 22
intq_rstoro. I_ additi_, there _ 18 double-pole, dou_le-thr_ rel_yo
uouated in pairs o_ _ of the nodules.





eoatalaed: (bf i to 5)
a. _ diode i_ti_ _nertt_w8 la rem_n_le _ nomt_l ia a
b. The _rheat _x_l_ lt_t_ tad the he_r _e m_h.
e. & voltmeter whleh could be used either as a direct re_d_nK Inzt_ent
or a8 a nulAmeter.
d. The addreu 8electar m_tche8 for monitori_ the o_tput of any
pa_clculAr ampllfier or poteaticmeter on the paul me_er.
e. _he top six mrltches were for selectia_ oae of mix _ULroet-rem_l_ Imael
meyer _ealea (± 30or, ± IOOV, _ 30V, ± IOV, • _V, ± IV) to _ of
ar_le aeeursey. _he t_o bottom mrltehes 8elects1 either • _ for
aa_ probleu vol_e _ith aa accuracy o_ 0.01_ of full _le
by cc_parlso_ with a reference voltage selects1 by the
po eatlmm er.
f. Four-_tt re_ere_e potentic_ter.
g. Panel eontainia_ operatia_ control_ and l_dleators. _hese are: I_
push-buttce/Indicators for seleetiM _0LD, C_, _ sad REF-OP
Modes.
• Time scale coatrol (not used ia thim simulation).
• Slave _iteh for _eleeti_ either local eoatro1 at the c_puter
exteraal coatrol _brou_ the Interface.
. Pover-o_ _witeh.
• Y_dle_tioa far ove_-Ix_mr, smplifler overl_, et_.
h. Five sl_e-_ol_, double-throw to_le switches vlth eerier off position,
and five potentic_eter8 for _ ad_t_t_at.
The right-hand wing contaAned 120 more poteatio_ters for _in ad_4_mt.
2.6.3 laterface
The Xaterfaee is sho_u In Figure 6 am it was aounted in the airplaaa. Some of
the e_Ipuent In the interface was eoneerned with be_le 367-80 mt_bill_y
a_ntatton systems and is o_tstde the scope of this doe_eut. _ae equtl_eut
a_8oelated with the vari_b_@ |t_biLtty 8,j_t_ i8, referri_ to _ 6:
a. Section e_taint_ the servo 8mpll_iers sad easocla_e4 electronics
for the spoiler psael servo_.
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2.6.3 (contln_)
b. Controls for uonitortnK the outputs of the various amplifiers
in the Interface, and for 8electing the panel meter full scale
deflection values.
c. This panel contains duplicate simulation mode controls similar to
the controls in the c_bin _d error-indicating lights.
d. Lateral control 8ervo amplifiers and associated electronics.
e. Elevator 8ervo amplifiers and assocl&ted electronics.
f. Rudder and aileron servo amplifiers and 8Jsoeiated electronics.
E- Isolation networks, demodulation, etc.
h. This section contains the mode control logic digital circuits.
i. Isolation networks.
J. Power distribution and control circuits.
2.6. _ Alr_lane Sensors
The following sensors were used to provide aortic data to the computer.
Angle-of-Attack and Sideslip Senator (e(_ Vane)
Figure 7 shove the _ vane 8J it va8 mounted on the nose boom. This vane
was specially designed by Olannini to have a very good lcv frequency
response characteristic and a natural frequency of about 23 cps. The vane
vas supported on tvo gimbells vhose angles were monitored by low friction
potenticmeters. The tip of the beam v8_ bent dovn mo that high angles
of attack, up to 30" could be accommodated without ree_hing the mechanical
limit of the vane.
Rate Gyros
Pitch, roll and yaw rate information was obtained from two rate gyro
pmeMages mounted in the lower kl section of the airplane. The roLl-rate
gyro was the _ller package on the right in Figure 8. The larKer package
was a 3-axis 8yro which was used for pitch and y_w rates.
Vertical G_ro
Not shorn on FIKure 8 but directly belov the rate gyros va8 a vertical gyro
which provided roll ankle information.
SHEET
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The final output of the airplm_d system that _eat to the computer
& voltage that indicated the laerlmeatal differemce of the airspeed above
or below the vsl_ set oa the pilot's reference airspeed laatrument.
. Radio Altimeter
,, i i J
The output of the radio eltimeter was used to aee_ratel_ determiae the
attLt_de of the atrplaae from + 1OO feet don to to_hd_a. Tais sigaal,
which was e_¢_ate to _thin 2 percent va_ _d u the input to the three
_ro_d effect f_cti_ _eratorl.
3.0 PROBLEM AREAS
A certain number of proble_ were encountered in the _ that are iaherent
to this type of si_d_tion. They are briefly sunari_ed be_c_.
3 -1 M ivat ivel
Because the simalatioa depended upon the calculated differences beteeea the
_7-80 derivatives and the simulated S_ derivatives, it _ more dlffleult
to slmalate alrplaaea that vere radleally different from the 367-80. The worst
cue of this effect oeem-red in the co_pen_atloa for ground effeet ia the
IASA /_ simulation, vhere the r_ of llft modulation &vail_le
la_leleat to fall_ co_te for the lift d_ to _ effect oa the ]_ A
A cu_p_aise _olutlon _ adopted where the maximum possible iLf_ no_ulatlOa
was used st the peak of the lift curwe and the rest of the eesree scaled aee_rd-
l_r_r. Ia a_Utlon, the _ comlmm_tlc_ curve mus also _e_le_ don m_h that
the llft/dr_ era-re remalaed the uae a_ for the fall eo_eatloa curves.
3-2 Linearised Equations
_he slsul_tloa was based oa ltaee, rlzed equatlcas of motlo_ mad coaseq_eatl]r s_y
vartabiel tl_t were aet_l_ non-liaear over the rsq_ of the |Lmelatton affoetod
the accuracy of the slmulatloa. _hls situation could be improved by u_la_
function Eeaeratlo_ for the moet ao_-lls_r variables, provided of eo_ree, that
the functl_ could be aec_ratel_ deflNd.
3-3 Trim Co_l.lttoa
Btnee the s_lation m ba_ed oa perturb_tto_ equattona aad the variables were
all iae_emea_al v_lae_ about a trim co_dttlc_ It _a_ extre_l_ _t that
the trim co_tioa be establ/_had as accurately ss possible. Am_ varlatto_






The effect of _enee ou the aecurscy of the s_ttoa was very marked.
_ vu because the output of the _ vane fed dtr_tl_ into the ec_mter
and any output _eh Is time result of • gust ra_er than a true c_ in the
an4L_-of-atl_eM of the _-nK produee_ an err_o_d8 e_evator co.and and el_eeted
the behavior of the airp_me.
3-5 st_tltty azes
The equatloas used In the slsmlatlom were writtea for the airplaae stability
axes and altbo_ they vere correct for deseriblng the w_tlcas of the e.K.,
they _ave rise to erroneo_ cockpit motloas for tho_ cases vhere the
eu_l_s-ot-_tta_k of the 367-80 mad the simulated B_T were _estl_ different.
saJor effect was to produce spperent adverse ys_ charsetartsttes at the
eoekpit. T_ts probleu v-_s allevlat_l by ehsMt_ the derivatives of the
S_T 81mul_tio_ so that the body y_ axis eharactert_l;tes _ r_, r_ther
than the stability y_e axis. This could be done wl_ _re_tly eb_ the
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BLOCK DIAGPAM - ELEVATOR (AUTOPiLOT MODE)
ELEVATOR TBANSIENT _SPONSE ",E_ECTRA""_AL*
MODE) - RIGHT HAND MASTEB
"TELEVATCB TRANSIENT RESPONSE (ELECTRICAL
MODE) - LEFT HAND MASTER
ELEVATOR FREQUENCY RESPONSE
BLOCK DIAGRAM - AILERON (AUTOPI_T MODE)
AILERON TRANSIENT Pe_-POHSE (ELECTRICAL MODE)
AILERON FREQUENCY RESPONSE
AILERON PCU }_YSTEFESIS
BLOCK DIAGRAM - SPOILER DRIVE P.C.U.
SPOILER DRIVE ACTUATOR T_A_SIENT I_ZSPONSE
SPOILER DRIVE PCU F_Qb_/_CY RESPONSE
SPOILER CQNTROL SYS_ HYS"I_ESIS _ vs _,c
TEST NO. 655-i
SPOILER CONTROL SYST_ HYSTERESIS NO. 7
SPOILEB POSITION _-s. _ c
SPOILER PCU INPUT TO RH _I[£RON HYS_:d_ESIS
SPOILER ACTJATOR #6 TRANSIENT RE_P'¢NSE
(ELECT_LI CAL MODE )
FREQD_NCY RESPONSE FOR SPOI_R PANEL #2
(ELECTR_ iCAL MODE)
RUDDE_ TRANSI_JT R_PONSE (ELE_.CTBICAL MODE)








APPENDIX D - AIRPLANE ELECTRO-I_YDBAULIC POW_ CONTROL U_ITS
The 367-80 al.-plane is equipped with electro-_Tdraulic power control
units on the following controls: Left hand elevator, right hLna
elevator, spoilers, rudder, aileron, later_l control system (spoiler
drive PC0).
In additlon, the thrust reversers are controlied by _n electric servo
system which drives the reverser levers which in turn control the clam
shell hydraulic actuators.
Durin_ the -80 variable s%abillty programs, zhe electro-bydrauli¢ actuatcrs
are utilized to accept si@;nals from the airborne computer and drive the
-80 control surfaces to perform the dynamics of the simulated airplane..
For this we na_e 5 degree of freedom control, zhe pitching equation by
elevator, the roll equation by wheel {laterai _ontroi), the drag equation
by thrust reverser modulation, the yawing moment equatlon by rudder, and
the lift equat$on by spoilers_ For each of the &fore_entloned systems
%his appendix contains a block diagram, transient response, frequency
response, the line_rized transfer functions, surface rate limits, and
displacement l_mits° Also, _be h_-steresls of the lateral control system
is included.
In sumnarizln_ the 367-@0 is equipped wlZh the e!ectre-hydra_iic actuators
on eac_ controlled axes except thrust reversers, the _vn_mics of which are
very _oed and the f_quency response entirely sufficient for use is a
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Qualified requesters may obtain copies of this document from DDC.
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